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QD and biologyQD and biology
Surface effectsSurface effects
StructureStructure
Important featuresImportant features
–– PhotoPhoto--bleachingbleaching
–– BrightnessBrightness
–– MultiplexingMultiplexing

Applications Applications 
–– Single molecule imagingSingle molecule imaging
–– InIn--vivo imagingvivo imaging



QD and bioQD and bio--labelinglabeling
•The analysis of fluorescent emission to 
understand the biological world. (Organic dyes)

•Tuning the QD diameter: change emission maxima

•CdSe: 2nm 470nm

8nm 670nm

Visible spectrum 

Biological applications



Surface effectsSurface effects

High surfaceHigh surface--toto--volume ratio ( e.g. 3nm, 800atoms, 1/3)volume ratio ( e.g. 3nm, 800atoms, 1/3)
Can not be neglected Can not be neglected Important role in optical propertiesImportant role in optical properties
Defects, vacancies, local lattice mismatches, dangling bonds Defects, vacancies, local lattice mismatches, dangling bonds trap trap 
statesstates

Quantum yield:
Photonemitted / Photonabsorbed

Grow a shell



QD structure for biological applicationQD structure for biological application

15-18nm

Core (CdSe): color (QY ̴10-15%)

Inorganic Shell (ZnS): quantum 
yield and brightness (QY>50%)

Organic coating: water solubility

Bio-conjugation: covalent, 
electrostatic. (Inmunoglobulin, 
Streptavidin, protein, 
oligonucleotid…)



Organic dye vs. QDOrganic dye vs. QD

Small Stokes shift                         Small Stokes shift                         
Broad emissionBroad emission
Narrow absorption (Multiple Narrow absorption (Multiple 
source excitation)source excitation)
Poor photoPoor photo--stabilitystability

Large Stokes shift                      Large Stokes shift                      
Narrow emission Narrow emission (FWHM ~25(FWHM ~25--
40nm)40nm) monomono--dispersedisperse
Broad absorption (single Broad absorption (single 
source excitation)source excitation)
Excellent photoExcellent photo--stabilitystability
High molar extinction High molar extinction 
coefficients(~10coefficients(~10--100x organic)100x organic)



PhotoPhoto--bleaching    bleaching    Brightness   Brightness   

•Molar extinction 10-50 times 
larger

•Similar QY

•10-20 times brighter

High sensitivity low concentrations
QD minutes and hours

Organic seconds
tracking



Multiplexing (one color does not tell you Multiplexing (one color does not tell you 
the full story!)the full story!)



Some Areas of application:Some Areas of application:

SingleSingle--molecular molecular imagingimaging

The study of individual molecules (lipids, proteinsThe study of individual molecules (lipids, proteins……) mobility and ) mobility and 
behaviorbehavior
Limited field because no resourcesLimited field because no resources
Limitation: Blinking.Limitation: Blinking.
–– Light emission turns Light emission turns ““onon”” and and ““offoff”” (0.5s)(0.5s)
–– Lowers the quantum efficiencyLowers the quantum efficiency
–– However: help to distinguish the signal of 1 QDHowever: help to distinguish the signal of 1 QD..



InIn--vivo imagingvivo imaging

Additional difficulties from in vitro. Additional difficulties from in vitro. 
AutoAuto--fluorescence: fluorescence: 
(endogenous tissues: collagen)(endogenous tissues: collagen)

Larger lifetimesLarger lifetimes

QD 15-20ns

Organic dye 1-5ns
T=10ns IQD /Idye =100

Time-gated detection:

Gated image: 
Time 
window: 

35-65ns

Unprocessed 
image



Large Large StokesStokes--shift (300shift (300--400nm) 400nm) 

Absorption and scattering of optical photons in tissues:Absorption and scattering of optical photons in tissues:
IR emission QD (larger wavelength IR emission QD (larger wavelength ̴̴ 700nm700nm))

IR optical window (Rayleigh, hemoglobin and water)IR optical window (Rayleigh, hemoglobin and water)
Improved tissue penetrationImproved tissue penetration
Near infrared emitting high quality QDs are not available.Near infrared emitting high quality QDs are not available.



Qdot® 605 streptavidin
conjugate *1 µM
solution*

200 μl 469$



ConclusionsConclusions

Most of the success of the biological application Most of the success of the biological application 
of QD is due to the significant improvements in of QD is due to the significant improvements in 
QD synthesis, surface chemistry and QD synthesis, surface chemistry and 
conjugation.conjugation.
QD may never completely replace organic dyes, QD may never completely replace organic dyes, 
because some applications will require the dyesbecause some applications will require the dyes’’
smaller size. smaller size. 
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